Championships 2020 Registration and Waiver Form!
The organisers of the Naish N1SCO Championships (Everything ﬂipﬂop Ltd) have the safety of participants as our primary concern. The following
guidelines have been developed to ensure that all racers understand the risks associated with the event and the precautions that are in place to
minimise them.

Organisers must:
Ensure that our sta are well briefed, prepared and have access to appropriate resources to respond in the
event of an incident or emergency.
Provide safety boats/craft suitable for the racing area and driven by qualiﬁed personnel.
Provide spotters and ﬁrst aiders to ensure all areas of the course are overseen.
Ensure any hazards are identiﬁed and communicated to racers at the race brief and in detail in the event risk
assessments available for inspection on request.
Adapt the course to suit the prevailing conditions and keep racers safe.
Participants must:
Be active in ensuring your own safety and that of those around you.
Disclose any medical conditions such as heart problems, asthma, or diabetes to the organisers so steps can be
taken to keep you safe.
Agree to stop racing should another racer require urgent assistance.
Be able to swim at least 50m unassisted.
Abide by the advice and guidance provided by event personnel at all times.
Wear appropriate clothing for the conditions and wear a leash at all times when aﬂoat.
Display the board number tag and competitor race Jersey. Where required the leg band tally provided by the
organisers will be used to tally in and out.
Not paddle outside of the conﬁnes of the designated racing area.
Not leave the event prior to its close without ﬁrst returning your arm band tally to the registration desk and
informing the event organiser of your departure.
Accept liability for any damage or injury to other participants equipment or person as a result of their actions.
Participants are responsible for insuring against this liability.
Return all hire equipment in the condition it was hired. Cost of replacement is payable to the event organiser for
any lost or damaged equipment.
Disclaimer:
All precautions will be taken to ensure that participants are kept safe. However due to the nature of Stand Up Paddle
boarding as an adventure sport, no responsibility can be placed upon event management or sta for any injuries or
losses incurred due to taking part in this event. By signing this participants acknowledge that they take part at their
own risk and take full responsibility for their own safety.
Medical details: I agree to provide any relevant medical conditions below

Participants name:
Participants age:
I have read and agree to the terms above:
Participants signature:

Signature of parent/guardian if
participant is under 18 years old:

Date:

